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I
Arabic poetry composed during the Mamluk Empire (1250-1517) is a vast and rich
resource for the study of Arabic and Islamic cultures. Yet it is a resource that is seldom
tapped due largely, I suspect, to its raw state, for the majority of this verse is to be found
only in manuscript form. Brockelmann, for example, lists approximately twenty d|wa≠ns
from this period, most of which are still in manuscript today, and this number grows
substantially when one includes additional holdings at Cairo's Da≠r al-Kutub and the Arab
League Manuscript Institute; other collections, such as those in Damascus and Istanbul,
will undoubtedly add to the total.1
From among these many manuscripts, about a dozen have been edited and
published over the last century. In addition, a substantial number of edited Arabic poems
from the Mamluk period may be found in a wide variety of published sources including
chronicles, such as Ibn Taghr|bird|'s al-Nuju≠m al-Za≠hirah, biographical works, such as alS˛afad|'s al-Wa≠f| bi-al-Wafaya≠t, and several poetic works and anthologies, including Ibn
H˛ijjah al-H˛amaw|'s Khiza≠nat al-Adab wa-Gha≠yat al-Arab. Some poems from these and
other published works have been collected by ‘Umar Fa≠ru≠q in volume three of his Ta’r|kh
al-Adab al-‘Arab|. Fa≠ru≠q's encyclopedic work is arranged chronologically and includes
brief biographies, bibliographical information, and samples of verse by over seventy-five
poets of the Mamluk era.2
Yet even these many published poems have received scant attention from Western
scholars. This continued neglect may reflect the lingering influence of older surveys of
Arabic literature which, if they discuss Mamluk Arabic poetry at all, usually dismiss it in a
few pages.3 For instance, at the turn of the century R. A. Nicholson noted that while
Mamluk Arabic poetry had yet to receive extensive study, its best poets were "merely
elegant and accomplished artists, playing brilliantly with words and phrases, but doing little
else."4
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Fifty years after Nicholson, the situation remained much the same in terms of both
the lack of Western research on Mamluk Arabic poetry, and the entrenched scholarly views
of Arabic literary history. In the second edition of his survey Arabic Literature, H. A. R.
Gibb divides this heritage into periods mirroring their respective political developments:
the "Heroic Age" of pre-Islamic Arabia led to the Umayyad "Age of Expansion," while the
early Abbasid "Golden Age" inevitably declined in the "Silver Age" of the Saljuqs until the
Fall of Baghdad. What then follows until 1800, Gibb simply labels the "Age of the
Mamluks" whose literary output, he says, "was enormous throughout, but the qualities of
originality, virility, and imagination, weak from the first, die away completely by the
sixteenth century."5
It should come as no surprise, then, that the last thirty years have seen only a
handful of articles in Western languages involving Mamluk Arabic poetry.6 This lack of
Western scholarly concern may also account for an anomaly in the Cambridge History of
Arabic Literature; having surveyed Arabic prose and poetry from their pre-Islamic roots
through their flowering in the Abbasid Age, this series has recently passed over the
Mamluk and Ottoman periods to publish a volume on contemporary Arabic Literature.7
II
Fortunately, modern studies of Mamluk poetry in Arabic have been more extensive
and promising. As early as the 1940s several studies appeared touching upon Arabic
literature in the Mamluk era,8 but it was in the late sixties and early seventies, that the
subject drew the attention of a considerable number of Arab scholars. This has resulted in
the editing and publication of some additional d|wa≠ns, a few new surveys, and a small
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number of monographs that target specific poets. As to be expected, several of the surveys
are very basic introductions to Mamluk Arabic prose and poetry, based largely on a very
limited number of published sources. For example, Muh˝ammad Ka≠mil al-Fiq|'s al-Adab f|
al-‘As˝r al-Mamlu≠k| briefly reviews Mamluk poetry together with prose works in context of
the politics and culture of the period. Al-Fiq| notes the "conservative character" of this
poetry in both form and content, decries the prominence of ornamentation and literary
devices in both prose and poetry, and mentions the spread of new popular poetic forms and
folk verse.9
A more recent and expanded introduction is that of Shawq| D˛ayf, forming volume
six of his Ta’r|kh al-Adab al-‘Arab|. D˛ayf divides this work into two major sections, one
on the literature of Egypt, the other on that of Syria. In his chapters on poetry, D˛ayf draws
attention to the long history of Arabic poetry in the region pre-dating the Mamluks, and
then briefly discusses popular poetic forms, including ruba≠‘| and muwashshah˝, which
became popular in the late Abbasid and early Mamluk periods. He then turns to more
traditional genres, including mad|h˝, ritha≠’, fakhr, hija≠’, and ghazal, citing examples of each
from poets spanning the entire Ayyubid and Mamluk periods. D˛ayf also treats this poetry
thematically, including sections on Sh|‘|, Sufi, and philosophical verse, and poems in
praise of the Prophet Muh˝ammad, as well as providing sections on humorous verse and
folk poetry. Again, D˛ayf cites numerous verses to illustrate his themes and briefly
examines the work of representative poets. Often he provides useful paraphrases of their
verse, but offers little other interpretation or analysis; this survey also lacks a
bibliography.10
Several earlier works may be used to substantially supplement D˛ayf's introduction,
and they may have inspired his division of poetry between that of Egypt and Syria. ‘Umar
Mu≠sá Ba≠sha≠ in Adab al-Duwal al-Mutata≠bi‘ah concentrates on the prose and poetry of
Syria from the Zangids through the Ayyubids and to the Mamluks, ending with the reign of
al-Na≠si˝ r Muh˝ammad ibn Qala≠wu≠n. Ba≠sha≠ gives an overview of major political events, as
well as of the social, religious, and moral life of this period with its use of wine and
hashish, both of which were accompanied by other illicit activities. Ba≠sha≠ notes that in
spite of such wayward tendencies, this age, particularly under the Ayyubids, witnessed an
intellectual and cultural florescence, which was carried on by the early Mamluks who
likewise patronized the various arts and sciences.11
Ba≠sha≠ organizes his long subsequent section on poetry around eleven Syrian poets
representing many of the genres and poetic trends of the times; he gives a biography of
each poet, noting their literary work, and citing examples of their favored genres, themes,
and styles. Included from the Mamluk period are al-Ashraf al-Ans˝ar≠ | (d. 662/1264) with
his elegant poetic style, al-Sha≠b al-Z˛ar|f (d. 688/1289) with his enchanting verse on wine
and love, and al-Talla‘far| (d. 675/1277) with his simple poetry on life and experience.12
Drawing on his substantial studies of these eleven poets, Ba≠sha≠ next appraises the
overall state of poetry during this period, largely in terms of styles and themes. He finds
9
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several major literary trends in this verse: (1) al-madrasah al-taql|d|yah, the traditional or
imitative school, composing poetry for the most part in accord with the classical canon; (2)
madhhab al-tawriyah wa-al-insija≠m, also called the school of "licit magic," an innovative
movement using allusion and symbols with an elegant style to express abstract thoughts
and feelings, often of a religious nature. This movement produced a third one tending
toward ornamentation, (3) a bad|‘ or highly rhetorical style characterized by jina≠s
(paronomasia) and t¸iba≠q (antithesis), and finally there is (4) madhhab al-funu≠n al-shi‘r|yah
al-mustah˝dathah representing recent folk and colloquial poetic concerns and forms.13
Turning to major themes and genres, Ba≠sha≠ suggests that poems in praise of
Muh˝ammad—one of the featured genres of the time—arose out of the chaos of the
Crusades and the Mongol threat. Following Ayyubid practice, the Mamluks fostered a
conscious sense of Muslim identity by encouraging devotion to Muh˝ammad, clearly
manifest in panegyrics of him. Poetry was also used to incite the troops to battle against the
Crusaders who were usually portrayed by poets as the evil other. Ba≠sha≠ also notes
Mamluk influence on the archetypal beloved who increasingly appears as a Turkish maiden
or young boy. Still, some poets, such as al-Sha≠b al-Z˛ar|f, resisted this innovation, and
Ba≠sha≠ suggests that the continued use of an Arab beloved and the nostalgia for the days of
the Arab Prophet may underscore a deep dissatisfaction on the part of many Arab subjects
with their Turkish masters and their military rule.14
Ba≠sha≠ further observes that there was a proliferation of poetry among all social
classes accompanied by new poetry (al-funu≠n al-shi‘r|yah al-mustah˝dathah) with its folk
and musical elements. Ba≠sha≠ describes and gives examples of many of these newer forms
including muwashshah˝, zajal, ruba≠‘|, mawwa≠l, and musammat¸. Though popular with the
masses for expressing their work-a-day life and humor, these folk genres, Ba≠sha≠ claims,
also afforded accomplished poets an occasional opportunity to escape the burden of the
classical Arabic tradition.15
In contrast to this often simple, colloquial verse were the traditional or imitative
genres (al-aghra≠d al-taql|d|yah) of intellectuals and more serious poets. But here, too,
Ba≠sha≠ finds an uneasiness with tradition as many poets opened their nas|bs with the
Nuwa≠sian rejection of the ruins and beloveds of Arab legend. Further, under the
inspiration of Abu≠ Tamma≠m (d. ca. 232/846) and al-Buh˝tar| (d. ca. 284/897), poets
increasingly used ornamentation and rhetorical devices to embellish their verse, going to
great lengths to distinguish themselves from their poetic forefathers.16 Ba≠sha≠ surveys, with
illustrations, various figures of speech and rhetorical devices including personification
(tashkh|s˝), simile and metaphor (tashb|h, isti‘a≠rah), antithesis (t¸iba≠q), and paronomasia
(jina≠s), and cites as a typical example of excess S˛af| al-D|n al-H˛ill|'s (d. 749/1349) alBad|‘|yah al-Nabaw|yah; this panegyric on Muh˝ammad is composed of approximately 140
verses, each featuring a different rhetorical device. Ba≠sha≠ is disturbed by such bad|‘ poets,
whom he criticizes as mind-slaves to style, wasting their time on verse games, and he
quotes several denunciations of their poetry by critics of the period. Nevertheless, Ba≠sha≠
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notes that bad|‘ verse was only one of multiple poetic tendencies of this eclectic period,
which also produced less affected, more elegant and sincere verse.17
For this study of Syrian poets, Ba≠sha≠ draws many of his examples from both
published works and manuscripts, which he lists separately in a very useful bibliography.
However, Ba≠sha≠ is far more dependent on published and secondary sources for his
subsequent study Ta’r|kh al-Adab al-‘Arab|: al-‘As˝r al-Mamlu≠k|. Again, Ba≠sha≠ organizes
his study chronologically around individual authors whom he finds representative of
important literary trends. In matters of verse, he devotes separate chapters to the lives and
works of eight poets, including al-Ans˝ar≠ |, al-Talla‘far|, and al-Sha≠b al-Z˛ar|f, whose
chapters are taken verbatim from Ba≠sha≠'s earlier work, with several useful additions such
as a section on al-Ans˝a≠r|'s ascetic verse, and one on al-Sha≠b al-Z˛ar|f's Maqa≠ma≠t al‘Ushsha≠q.18
Ba≠sha≠'s new studies focus on al-Bu≠s|˝ r| (d. 694/1295) and his panegyrics to the
Prophet Muh˝ammad; the Sufi verse of al-Sha≠b al-Z˛ar|f's father, ‘Af|f al-D|n al-Tilimsa≠n|
(d. 690/1291); S˛af| al-D|n al-H˛ill|'s playful and licentious verse in various poetic forms;
Ibn Nuba≠tah al-Mis˝r| (d. 768/1366) and his elegant poetry replete with symbolism and
double entendre; the traditional panegyrist Ibn Ma≠lik al-H˛amaw| (d. 917/1516), and finally,
a short chapter on ‘A±’ishah al-Ba≠‘u≠n|yah (d. 922/1516), her Sufi verse, panegyrics for the
Prophet, and poetic exchanges with her literary contemporaries.19 Unfortunately, Ba≠sha≠
does not focus on a practitioner of the very popular bad|‘ verse, which he personally
dislikes, nor does he examine the new poetic forms in any detail, as he did in his earlier
study of the Syrian poets. Further, his studies of individual poets of the Mamluk period are
largely descriptive with little analysis or commentary. Nevertheless, Ba≠sha≠'s history is a
very readable introduction, providing a number of poems for further study.20
Undoubtedly another fruitful source for D˛ayf and more recent scholars of literature
in Mamluk Egypt has been the concise study of life and literature in Mamluk times, alAdab f| al-‘As˝r al-Mamlu≠k|, by Muh˝ammad Zaghlu≠l Salla≠m.21 In volume one of this twovolume work, Salla≠m draws on a number of primary sources to present a plausible and
detailed account of Mamluk politics, cultural and intellectual life, and religion. He pays
particular attention to the military nature of the foreign Mamluk regime, which was
supported at times by the largely Arab populace due to their fear of invasion by infidels,
whether Christian Crusaders or pagan Mongols. But the Mamluk protectors were also
predators as they vied with one another for wealth and power, and the endemic Mamluk
disputes led to political and economic instability and social unrest. Further, Salla≠m
suggests that the rigid stratification among the Mamluk ranks reinforced efforts to clearly
distinguish and rank individuals and groups among the larger populace, whether in terms of
occupation or religious affiliation.
17
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Salla≠m briefly touches upon aspects of the lower classes and popular culture with
several critical observations on the place of women within Mamluk society. He notes that
while a few women became scholars many more staffed the marginal professions as
singers, dancers, and prostitutes. He also cites several edicts that aimed to keep women
segregated and subordinate in a man's world by proclaiming guidelines for their behavior
and dress, which included prohibitions against their wearing turbans and men's clothes.22
Turning to cultural and intellectual life, Salla≠m, too, points to its conservative, preservative
character as a response to the destruction of Baghdad in the East, and the Christian
reconquista in the West. Cairo and, to a lesser extent, Damascus became bastions of Arab
Muslim culture which, for a variety of political and economic factors, was generously
supported by the Mamluk elite. Study of the various religious sciences flourished, and a
strong Sunn| interpretation of Islam became ascendant.
Salla≠m reviews Mamluk achievements in the study of history, language, and the
natural sciences, and then turns to religious life. He points out differences and tensions
among the Sunn| ‘ulama≠’, a distinct if diminishing Sh|‘| presence in the empire, especially
in the Hijaz, and the varying fortunes of non-Muslims. Salla≠m claims that the Mamluks
consciously played on religious difference to divide and control their subjects.23 Salla≠m
then focuses on Sufism in the Mamluk era, its doctrines, orders, and major institutions,
such as the kha≠nqa≠h. He discusses poetry in praise of the Prophet Muh˝ammad, and
reviews Sufi poetry's major themes and practitioners, but categorizes them generally in
terms of the Sufi doctrines of monism (wah˝dat al-wuju≠d), incarnationism (al-h˝ulu≠l|yah),
and love of absolute beauty, rather than in terms of poetic form and style.24
Salla≠m briefly surveys some of the arts and crafts patronized by the Mamluks,
including architecture, textiles, and music, and the possible influence of the latter on the
poetry of the period, particularly the newer poetic forms such as the ruba≠‘|, mawwa≠l,
muwashshah˝, zajal, and bal|q. Salla≠m cites examples of these "folk" forms which, he
maintains, largely reflect the colloquial speech and everyday experiences of the masses.
But Salla≠m asserts, as did Ba≠sha≠, that these popular forms also stimulated poets among the
literary elite to experiment in matters of rhyme, meter, style, and modes of expression.25
Having set this background, Salla≠m turns in his second volume first to prose and
then to poetry proper. He claims that the non-Arab Mamluks were often ignorant of proper
Arabic which, Salla≠m asserts, led to a slippage in poetic standards, as serious poets lacked
an educated and appreciative audience. As a result patronage of verse was sporadic, and
only rarely could an individual support himself solely by poetry. Nevertheless, the
penchant for composing poetry spread throughout Mamluk society, especially among the
scribal class and the ‘ulama≠’, as well as among the poorer masses, and by the fourteenth
century, colloquial Arabic and folk forms were widespread in Arabic poetry. Salla≠m
suggests that such developments may have alienated many serious poets from the elite and
commoners alike, and that this alienation may have inspired poems in praise of Muh˝ammad
and Sufi verse, as did the threats of infidel invasion. Still, while most Mamluks had little
taste for classical Arabic poems, Salla≠m notes that they certainly savored sad lamentations
22
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for captured cities urging them on to action, and the subsequent rousing poetic accounts of
their valiant military exploits, and stunning victories over Godless foes.
Turning from mad|h˝ and h˝ama≠sah verse to the ghazal, Salla≠m also draws attention
to the Turkish Mamluks and the changing standards of beauty reflected in many ghazals of
the period, as the beloved's form shifts from a dark, wide-eyed Arab, to a Turk, soft and
white with slanting eyes. As for hija≠’, or invective verse, Salla≠m notes its function as a
vital form of social satire and criticism, often aimed at judges and other religious officials.26
Then, leaving traditional poetry (taql|d|), Salla≠m once again takes up folk forms and themes
(sha‘b|), the influence on them of music and Andalusian elements, and then briefly
examines his third class of Mamluk poetry, bad|‘. Salla≠m catalogs various literary devices
that came to dominate much of Mamluk poetry, particularly among the scribal class, once
again with ample examples.27
Following this overview of Mamluk Arabic poetry, Salla≠m gives entries for twentyone poets spanning the Mamluk period. He arranges these entries chronologically
according to death dates, determining, where possible, a poet's residence in either Egypt or
Syria. Salla≠m draws his materials from previously published Mamluk sources, carefully
cited for each entry, which vary in length from a paragraph to fifteen pages. Further, these
entries follow the traditional Arab biographical form, recording, where possible, the poet's
full name, place of birth and death, profession, teachers, students, patrons, and opinions on
the poet and his verse by his contemporaries. Salla≠m also notes the types and genres
preferred by each poet, often citing examples. Likewise, he pays careful attention to
possible literary influences on individual poets, and to a poet's literary companions,
including samples of poetic exchanges among them. While Salla≠m offers little literary
analysis of particular poems or of Mamluk Arabic verse in general, his patient descriptive
work is among the best introductions to literary life in the Mamluk era, and his
bibliography cites many of the published primary sources available for further research on
Mamluk Arabic poetry and poets.28
A final survey worth noting is Bakr| Shaykh Am|n's Mut¸al≠ a‘a≠t f| al-Shi‘r alMamlu≠k| wa-al-‘Uthma≠n|. Am|n aims to address Arabic verse more in aesthetic than
historical terms, and his introduction immediately sets the tone of the work; he deplores the
fact that many modern scholars have categorically dismissed the Arabic literature of the
Mamluk and Ottoman periods as decadent, particularly due to the prominence of
ornamentation and rhetorical devices in much of its poetry and prose. He castigates Arab
scholars for turning away from this portion of their heritage due largely to its emphasis on
formal qualities while, at the same time, embracing modern artists, like Picasso, who have
similar formal concerns. Am|n feels that underlying this reorientation is a rejection of what
is Arabic and Islamic in favor of what is Western and, hence, of Judaeo-Christian taste. He
therefore proposes to give this Arabic literature its due.29
Am|n begins his work with two chapters of general introduction to Arab history
and culture from the late Saljuq through the Ottoman periods. Then he divides his study of
Mamluk and Ottoman Arabic poetry based on the standard groupings of verse as either
26
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traditional/imitative (taql|d|) or new/innovative (mustah˝dath). He notes at the outset the
sheer number of poets composing in Arabic from the Saljuq through the Ottoman periods,
despite declining patronage under non-Arab rule; most of these individuals supported
themselves by occupations other than their poetry which, nevertheless, served as a badge of
cultural distinction. He further acknowledges the fact that much of their verse has been
either lost or remains in manuscript.
But undeterred by this fact when addressing the major genres of classical Arabic
poetry, including mad|h˝, ritha≠’, ghazal, fakhr, h˝ama≠sah, hija≠’, and was˝f, Am|n concludes
that Mamluk and Ottoman poets were bound by tradition, aiming to conserve it rather than
to interact creatively with it. To support his case, Am|n compares panegyric verses by alNa≠bighah (d. 604) with those of S˛af| al-D|n al-H˛ill|; whereas the former pre-Islamic poet
makes a concise comparison between his courageous patrons and a flock of predatory birds
sweeping down on their prey, the Mamluk poet cobbles together a disparate host of
traditional adjectives and images to praise his patron's courage.30
Am|n acknowledges that some Mamluk poets occasionally broke with tradition, as
when a few of them make a woman speak to express her feelings in love poetry, or when a
poet describes markets, business transactions, or the effects of natural disasters.31 But in
general, due to lack of patronage and a cynicism about the times, many poets turned away
from expressing their true feelings only to submerge themselves in intricate word-play.
Am|n claims that this tendency is quite evident in invective poetry which, he asserts, no
longer critiqued a tribe or society, but rather attacked an individual, personal enemy. Am|n
believes that this reflects the dissolution of tribal bonds as a result of urbanization and
economic independence, and a refusal to criticize the ruling Mamluks for fear of reprisal.
He ignores, however, Salla≠m's examples of verse critical of both the ruling elite and the
religious establishment, perhaps regarding them as exceptions.32
However, if poets were hesitant to compose invectives against their Mamluk
masters, they were quick to praise them and their efforts on behalf of Islam. Am|n notes
that images of the Mamluks as defenders of the faith and counter-Crusaders were essential
to their legitimation, as were references to their ascetic almost saintly qualities. Further,
these religious and doctrinal elements so central to the legitimacy of the Ayyubid and
Mamluk regimes were extended in h˝ama≠sah poetry from praise for an individual amir to
lauds for entire armies.33
In spite of a few pertinent observations, Am|n's discussion of more traditional
Arabic verse in the Mamluk and Ottoman periods adds little that is new. However, his
second section on innovative verse is much more detailed, as he contrasts the conservatism
in the classical genres to the free and playful spirit he finds in the new and innovative poetic
forms and themes. Am|n devotes separate sections to a startling variety of Arabic verse
including verses revealing important dates, verse riddles and puzzles, poetic "trees" where
individual verses branch off from a central verse to create a poem, poems forming
geometrical shapes, verses reading forward and backward, and poems, that if the end word
is omitted from each verse, yield new poems with different rhymes and meters. Next,
Am|n gives brief examples of various rhetorical devices to be found in this poetry and then,
30
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after his detailed account of the many complex and fantastic poetic forms, Am|n
pronounces them all to be the trivialities and waste products of the "killing emptiness" of the
age.34
Am|n, however, finds some redeeming qualities in several of the thematic
innovations of the period, particularly in the flourishing of Sufi themes and panegyrics of
the Prophet. He ascribes the prominence of this religious verse to the tumultuous effects of
the Crusades and the Mongol threat, and to a general dissatisfaction with Turkish rule,
Mamluk or Ottoman. Am|n gives a sampling of Sufi verse by Ibn al-Fa≠rid˝ (d. 632/1235),
Ibn al-‘Arab| (d. 637/1240), and ‘Af|f al-D|n al-Tilimsa≠n| and a glance at their poetic
sources in early poetry praising Muh˝ammad, and love and wine poetry, which they adapted
as a mode of expression appropriate to their efforts and experiences in the mystic way.
Am|n then reviews panegyrics of Muh˝ammad in the context of Sufism and the dominant
influence of al-Bu≠s|˝ r|'s Burdah on this religious genre, which often prays for the Prophet's
intercession on behalf of the poet and his sad state.35 Am|n rounds out this section on
thematic innovation with a few brief references to poems on hashish and their possible
connection to homosexuality, sarcastic and humorous verse serving as an outlet for
personal and social frustrations, poems about one's own wretchedness, and ikhwa≠n|ya≠t,
poems exchanged among friends and colleagues as expressions of admiration and
affection.36
In his final observations, Am|n stresses the fact that literary history is not identical
to political dynasties and geographical borders. Nevertheless, he sees a decline in poetic
quality resulting from a loss of state patronage now in the hands of a foreign, largely
Turkish elite. This was accompanied by a changing Arabic language with more colloquial
elements and less nuance, and a widening gap between popular parlance and a literary
language losing vitality and emotive power as it severed its links to life. Fleeing the
brutality of their world, poets retreated to their literary ivory towers; they became learned to
the point of being esoteric, but while they could be clever, they were not committed to a
larger life and its poetic expression.37
III
Despite his initial defense of Arabic poetry from the Mamluk and Ottoman periods,
Bakr| Am|n, in the end, sides with a majority of Arab literary scholars in holding a dim
view of this poetry, which they have labeled variously as decadent, pallid, worn out, and
lacking authenticity. While similar Western appraisals seem to stem, in part, from idealized
views of Arab culture and Islamic history, most Arab negative opinions appear to be the
product of a pervasive reading of this poetry in terms of romantic notions of creativity that
embrace the simple and emotional as indicative of personal experience, sincerity, and truth.
Therefore, condemnation of Mamluk Arabic verse as decadent and superficial says
more about modern tastes than it does about this poetry and its roles within Mamluk
society. A useful corrective to this state of affairs is al-Naqd al-Adab| f|-al-‘As˝r alMamlu≠k| by ‘Abduh ‘Abd al-‘Az|z Qulqaylah. Inspired by the work of earlier scholars,
34
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among them Mah˝mu≠d Rizq Sal|m and Muh˝ammad Zaghlu≠l Salla≠m, Qulqaylah presents an
extensive survey of twenty-six litterateurs and scholars of the Mamluk period and their
views on Arabic literature.38 He compiles their opinions on a number of specific critical
issues, including what factors make a good writer, effects of the environment on a writer,
and the appropriateness of artistic elements in writing, and then turns to matters of form,
content, and literary borrowing or theft (sariqa≠t).39
Specifically in matters of poetry, Qulqaylah shows that Mamluk critics followed
earlier tradition in their preference for a largely paratactic poetic structure, and in their
appraisals of classical genres: invective poetry may be seen as a negative panegyric; the
function of the nas|b is to attract the listener's attention by mentioning the beloved, while a
proper ghazal relates the words and acts occurring between lovers; elegy should never
contain erotic or pleasurable themes but should, instead, focus on the deceased's good
qualities and lasting legacy.40 As for bad|‘, it is quite clear that many of the critics surveyed
by Qulqaylah appreciated its creative potential and the erudition that it displayed,
particularly in high quality verse involving allusion or double entendre (tawriyah). Yet a
number of critics denounced the burgeoning of rhetorical devices, which threatened to
choke poetic spontaneity, and they sought to stem its excesses, though not its creative uses
per se.41
In addition to Qulqaylah's study, recent Western research on pre-Islamic and
classical Arabic poetry has also challenged persistent romantic misreading of pre-modern
Arabic verse.42 Among this work is Stefan Sperl's insightful book on mannerism in Arabic
poetry of the fifth/eleventh century. Sperl argues that mannerism is defined by the way in
which a particular poem relates to previous literary convention and subjects. Specifically,
mannerism's primary subject is the poetic tradition itself, as the poet aims to invoke wonder
in his audience through various rhetorical strategies. The poet's playful and intricate weave
of antitheses and metaphorical inversions creates discord between signifier and signified,
calling into question normal perception while, at the same time, suggesting a seamless
reality where the ordinary may suddenly be transformed into the miraculous.43
Such work by Sperl and others holds promise for a better grasp and understanding
of Mamluk poetry, particularly in its bad|‘ and mystical varieties.44 Yet considerable
38
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groundwork remains to be done in the forms of additional edited d|wa≠ns and other primary
sources, and more focused research on themes, genres, and poets. Presently, there are very
few studies on individual poets. Jawa≠d Ah˝mad ‘Allu≠sh, Mah˝mu≠d Rizq Sal|m, and Ya≠s|n
Ayyu≠b| have surveyed the writings of the poet and critic S˛af| al-D|n al-H˛ill|;45 ‘Umar
Mu≠sá Ba≠sha≠ has examined the work Ibn Nuba≠tah, Mah˝mu≠d Rabda≠w| has studied the work
of Ibn H˛ijjah al-H˛amaw|, while Ibra≠h|m Ja≠d al-Rabb recently completed a study of the
writings of Ibn Maka≠nis (d. 794/1392).46
Among the many poets requiring further focused attention are al-Sha≠b al-Z˛ar|f, alBu≠s˝|r|, Ibn Ab| H˛ajalah (d. 776/1375), and ‘A±’ishah al-Ba≠‘u≠n|yah, a celebrated woman
scholar and litterateur. Her work raises an issue seldom addressed in the study of the
Mamluk period, namely verse by women poets. Careful study of their verse and a
comparison of it to that of their male contemporaries might reveal differing concerns and
experiences based in part on gender. Although extant Arabic poetry by women of the premodern eras is scarce, I have found some verse by women in Mamluk biographical
dictionaries, and recently I managed to obtain copies of several manuscripts of ‘A±’ishah's
D|wa≠n.
In addition to these poets, many other individuals composed Arabic poetry during
the Mamluk period, and we should attempt to distinguish serious poets from interested
amateurs. By studying the number and transmission of manuscripts of specific poets we
may better appreciate the literary tastes and preferences of the time and so discover which
poets were read most often and served as the focus for study and commentary;47 this was
clearly the case with al-Bu≠s|˝ r|, for instance, whose Burdah became a part of the Arabic
poetic canon. Also worthy of study are the possible effects of ethnicity, class, education,
and occupation on the Arabic verse of individual poets. As discussed by Li Guo elsewhere
in this volume, education and occupation were important factors in the approach and style
of Mamluk histories distinguishing, to a degree, historians from Damascus from those in
Cairo; we should be alert to a similar situation among poets.
A related issue demanding further attention is that of the colloquial and folkinspired poetic forms, which were also utilized by many accomplished poets. As we have
seen, this verse has been described and discussed in a number of surveys, and to these
discussions should be added Paul Kahle's recently published edition of three shadow plays
by Ibn Da≠niya≠l,48 as well as Ah˝mad S˛ad≠ iq al-Jamma≠l's pioneering study al-Adab al-‘A±mm|
f| Mis˝r f| al-‘As˝r al-Mamlu≠k|. Al-Jamma≠l draws distinctions between official literary
Arabic (fus˝há˝ ), ungrammatical variations on this literary language deriving in part from the
common parlance of the masses (‘a≠mm|yah), and the related, though largely oral folk
traditions with their anonymous cycles of myth and legend (sha‘b|). Al-Jamma≠l
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concentrates on the colloquial literature in terms of the political, social, and intellectual life
of Mamluk Egypt.49 He then discusses major colloquial forms, including the muwashshah˝,
zajal, and bal|q, their meters, diction, and themes, and major practitioners of several of
these popular verse forms.50
Al-Jamma≠l stresses that while colloquial verse is light and musical in style, it may
still bear substantive meaning, often of a socio-political nature. Less restricted in both form
and theme than the classical tradition, colloquial Arabic became a pliant language for
expressing both public and private sentiments, either directly or by insinuation through
various forms of word-play. Thus, this delightful verse could momentarily relieve the
stress of life's vicissitudes, while giving vent to the frustrations of the poet and larger
populace.51 Al-Jamma≠l, too, seems to hold romantic assumptions regarding poetry when he
accepts colloquial verse as a sincere and accurate reflection of the poet's life and personal
experience. Nevertheless, he is quite sensitive to this poetry's functions and value,
especially when compared to the majority of scholars who have dismissed this and other
playful verse as a waste of time and of little aesthetic worth.
Dealing with a similar situation involving fifteenth century Timurid Persian riddles,
Paul Losensky has called attention to the overly serious approach taken by modern scholars
to such verse. Drawing on the work of Johan Huizinga and Jan Mukarovsky,52 Losensky
points out that in many periods types of poetry and versification have served as a social
ritual or game where play, not profundity, was the aim. In the Timurid case, riddles often
play on personal names, promoting an accepted mode of social exchange—a kind of
greeting card—created for immediate consumption by a host and his guest.53
Losensky's insightful observations should be extended to riddles, colloquial verse,
and other occasional Mamluk Arabic poems, which were probably never intended to meet
the highest aesthetic standards, nor to stand the test of time as literary masterpieces.
Following Losensky's lead, we may make a useful distinction between poetry of conscious
aesthetic aspirations and sensibilities, and more disposable verse intended for a limited
audience and immediate use. Thus poems like those reviewed by Bakr| Am|n—reading
forward and backward, or in botanical and geometric shapes, or poems in which the
omission of the end words produces new poems—should be seen as a kind of "versesearch," indicative more of playful erudition and cultural sophistication than of artistic
decline and decadence.
Similarly serving everyday social needs are the hundreds of occasional poems,
including verses exchanged between friends (ikhwa≠n|ya≠t) to express affection and get-well
wishes, poems celebrating special occasions, and elegies offering condolences. Again, a
modern analogy is our own Hallmark cards containing verses to commemorate particular
types of occasions. Few scholars of English would consider this verse to be original
49
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poetry of high caliber, yet it is precisely its standardized form and restricted number of
easily recognizable cultural ideals and traditional motifs that render such verse so very
useful.
Careful study of Arabic occasional poetry from the Mamluk period could thus
sharpen our perceptions of social etiquette and proper conduct, as well as of the cultural
ideals and sentiments encoded in this poetry. While it is true that identifiable authors
composed this Arabic verse—in contrast to the largely anonymous verse of our own
occasion cards—we should not be obsessed with questions regarding the "sincerity" of a
poet's sentiments. Rather, we should probe the criteria that culturally identify these
sentiments and their appropriateness on a given occasion. In other words, the emphasis
here should not be on the truth or actual existence of these feelings in a poet, but of their
proper identification, as such; it is not a question of these sentiments being so, but of their
being so.54
Clearly, poetry has been fundamental over the centuries to Islamic culture for
expressing feelings and beliefs, and for articulating views on life, society, and politics.
Though poetry's importance to Muslim societies has long been noted, there are few studies
of this poetry's place and function within broader historical and religious contexts. Yet
poetry and the other arts can be invaluable instruments for sensing the undercurrents of
submerged history, what Fernand Braudel has also called the "unconscious history" holding
the basic values and foundational structures of a civilization.55 Just as Medieval European
painting before and after the Black Death vividly portrays changing notions of life, death,
and dying,56 so too may Arabic poetry reflect and reveal shifting views and patterns of
belief fundamental to Mamluk society and its larger Islamic civilization.
In fact, this poetry, too, registered changes wrought by the plague,57 and some of
the many other topics and areas for further research have been touched upon in surveys,
especially those by Mah˝mu≠d Rizq Sal|m and Fawz| Am|n. Mah˝mu≠d Rizq Sal|m filled a
large volume of his ‘As˝r al-Sala≠t|¸ n al-Mama≠l|k with verse regarding Egyptian life during
the Mamluk era. Drawing material from published sources and some manuscripts, Sal|m
cites verse toward the end of volume seven to illustrate various features of Egypt, including
the Nile and the Nilometer, the island of Rawd˝ah, various lakes, and other natural
phenomena.58 Then in volume eight, Sal|m cites poetry first to enliven his account of
political events, and then to illustrate aspects of the cultural and social life of the period.59
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Working from the assumption that "poetry is the interpreter of the milieu,"60 Sal|m
has amassed literally hundreds of verses to describe and, occasionally, probe a wide range
of subjects, from relations between specific poets and Mamluk sultans, to examples of
social criticism and religious movements. He claims that although the foreign-born
Mamluk elite were not as inclined as their Arab predecessors to patronize professional
poets, poetry continued to flourish, particularly among the ‘ulama≠’ and scribal classes,
where composing verse was a sign of accomplishment.
In the final two hundred and fifty pages of volume eight, Sal|m groups the poets of
Egypt into seven generations and devotes sections to major poetic genres of the time,
including panegyrics for the Prophet Muh˝ammad, love poetry, descriptive poetry, wine
poetry, and Sufi and ascetic verse. In each case, after a few brief general remarks, Sal|m
cites major representatives and verses of each poetic type. He then concludes his volume
with examples of various rhetorical devices found in Mamluk Arabic verse, and a few of
the developing popular forms including the zajal.61 Though Sal|m's anthology-like
sections offer useful examples, poetic analysis and literary history and criticism are not
among this work's strong points, and his bibliography is too brief and lacking essential
information. Yet Sal|m was a pioneer in understanding the larger ramifications of the study
of Mamluk Arabic poetry, as he clearly grasped the importance of Arabic verse as an
essential element for distilling a more precise image of the society and culture of the
Mamluk Age.
Sal|m's historical and sociological reading of Mamluk Arabic literature is also
apparent in al-Mujtama‘ al-Mis˝r| f| Adab al-‘As˝r al-Mamlu≠k| al-Awwal, 648-784, by
Fawz| Muh˝ammad Am|n, a former student of Muh˝ammad Zaghlu≠l Salla≠m. Fawz| Am|n
believes that poetry from the Mamluk period can lend a sense of living reality to the
historical accounts of events and society, while contributing a more personal, human
element as well. In addition, he hopes that the study of this poetry in its social context will
also yield important clues regarding the era's tastes and standards of beauty.62
With these goals in mind Fawz| Am|n organizes his study around eight major
topics: (1) government and administration, (2) jiha≠d, (3) wealth and corruption, (4)
religious currents, Sufi and Sh|‘|, (5) sectarian trends, particularly those involving conflicts
between Muslims and the Christians and Jews under their protection, (6) characteristics of
the Egyptian personality and general life, including the subject of women; (7) amusements,
including hunting, chess, riddles, singing and dancing, and legally deviant behavior
including the consumption of wine and hashish, as well as homosexual tendencies, and
finally, (8) literary tastes among the elite, and among the masses.
Citing numerous verses and poems, Fawz| Am|n renders, at times, a lively account
of Mamluk society in Egypt. Nevertheless, this work, like Sal|m's, is largely a survey of
the period, with most of Fawz| Am|n's observations and conclusions echoing those of his
teacher Salla≠m, and other earlier scholars regarding the political, religious, and cultural life
of the period. As for his final chapter, promisingly entitled "Literary Taste," it is a general
summary of poetic trends. Fawz| Am|n characterizes elite taste by what is referred to
usually as traditional or imitative (taql|d|), as well as by the dominance of bad|‘.
60
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Interestingly, Fawz| Am|n ascribes the popularity of bad|‘ to a tendency in Islamic art
toward two-dimensional abstraction, with space filled to capacity; as in the arabesque,
various elements move together in harmony, creating a symmetry amid repetition and
variation, and leaving no place for Satan to rest his evil eye.63 Not surprisingly, Fawz|
Am|n finds popular literary taste embodied in the newer poetic forms which, he too, views
as a revolt against literary tradition. The lighter style and colloquial diction of this verse
readily expressed the everyday realities of common folk and the poet's more personal
feelings, especially of a humorous or sarcastic nature.64 Fawz| Am|n completes his study
with an extensive bibliography of over 150 relevant primary and secondary sources, both
published and in manuscript.
Fawz| Am|n, Sal|m, and several others noted above have drawn attention to an area
of particular prominence and research potential, namely, religious life, since it was during
the Mamluk period that what is often regarded today as Sunn| Islam was extensively
codified and spread, linking Abbasid universal religious aspirations to their later Ottoman
formulations. While some valuable scholarship has focused on general religious trends,
and the theological ideas of a few outstanding thinkers,65 the broader concerns of Mamluk
religious life could be delineated in greater detail through the study of this period's poetry,
which voiced not only theological and political issues, but also more personal spiritual
feelings and aspirations.
Islamic mysticism was a distinctive characteristic of Mamluk religion,66 and several
books by ‘Al| S˛afa≠ H˛usayn feature Sufi verse from Fatimid and Ayyubid Egypt. H˛usayn
gives special attention to the mystical verse of the Fatimid Sunn| poet Ibn al-K|za≠n| (d.
560/1166), as well as to the Sufi writings of Ibn al-S˛abba≠gh (d. 612/1214) during the
Ayyubid period.
Ibn al-S˛abba≠gh's work and other Sufi literature from the
seventh/thirteenth century are also the main focus of H˛usayn's more general survey and
anthology al-Adab al-S˛uf≠ | f| Mis˝r f| al-Qarn al-Sa≠bi‘ al-Hijr|.67
What is clear from these and other works is the singular importance of ‘Umar Ibn
al-Fa≠rid˝ to the Arabic religious poetry of the Mamluk era.68 The most celebrated Arab poet
63
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in Islamic mysticism, Ibn al-Fa≠rid˝ was regarded as a fine poet during his lifetime, and his
poetry continued to be read, studied, and imitated by Muslims for generations. His strong
influence is evident in the verse of a number of noted poets throughout the entire Mamluk
period, including his student Ibn al-Khiya≠m| (d. 685/1286), Ibn Isra≠’|l (d. 677/1278),
Muh˝ammad ibn Wafa≠’ (d. 765/1363), his son ‘Al| (d. 807/1405), Ah˝mad al-Mans˝ur≠ | (d.
887/1482), and ‘A±’ishah al-Ba≠‘u≠n|yah. These and other poets imitated Ibn al-Fa≠rid˝'s bad|‘
poetic style with its potential for intimating a largely Neo-Platonic mystical view of life.
This, in turn, suggests an "Ibn al-Fa≠rid˝ school" of poets who attempted to reveal the
spiritual significance permeating all life, while urging their audience to undertake the quest
for self-illumination.
The mystical beliefs and world views voiced by these poets received theological
interpretation and elaboration from Sufi theorists, including al-Tilimsa≠n| and al-Dasu≠q| (d.
677/1278), who used poetry and its commentary to spread their own religious doctrines,
particularly the controversial monistic one of wah˝dat al-wuju≠d, or "the unity of being." In
stark contrast, other Mamluk poets composed verse critical of such doctrines as they sought
to promote less speculative interpretations of Islam. Frequently judges and legal scholars,
individuals including al-Qut¸b al-Qastalla≠n| (d. 686/1287), Ibn al-Ward| (d. 749/1349), and
Ibn Ab| H˛ajalah, replaced mystical themes with those offering more traditional moral
advice and religious instruction, though their poems, too, often formally imitated those by
Ibn al-Fa≠rid˝.69
Thus, Mamluk Arabic poetry presents often conflicting perspectives on religious
life, exposing some of the complexity and centrality of competing religious views and their
underlying roots in Mamluk society. But despite their different emphases, many mystical
and non-mystical religious poems from this period reveal a devotional quality, which is
particularly pronounced in poems praising the Prophet Muh˝ammad and his family. Though
some such panegyrics were composed prior to the thirteenth century, it was under the
Mamluks that a distinct poetic genre to praise the Prophet—al-mad|h˝ al-nabaw|—was
extensively developed and codified by al-Bu≠s|˝ r| and his many imitators.70 Yet, here, too,
we find Ibn al-Fa≠rid˝'s lasting influence, since al-Bu≠s|˝ r| consciously modeled his Burdah on
an ode by this master-poet.71
Similar to Sufi poetry, which came to express a collective view of reality, these
panegyrics present an evolving mystical and devotional image of the Prophet Muh˝ammad.
While we must evaluate this poetry in literary terms, we should also focus on this poetry's
place in Mamluk religion and society, and the extent to which these panegyrics, as well as
mystical verse, assumed liturgical roles at mosques, shrines, and elsewhere particularly
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during threatening times, and on social and religious gatherings, including holidays and
state occasions.
Further, as Ba≠sha≠ and Salla≠m have suggested, panegyrics for the Prophet may
express a discontent with non-Arab rule and, in light of the Crusades and the Mongol
invasion, a deep nostalgia for an idyllic time of peace, religious purity, and moral order.
Still, poets also consciously forged positive links between the Prophet Muh˝ammad and the
counter-crusading Mamluk sultans, and this raises important related issues regarding the
types and extent of patronage, and the use of religion and poetry by the ruling elite.
Previous studies of political panegyric poetry have examined this relationship in the verse
of earlier classical Arab poets, concluding that religious elements were crucial for a
regime's self-definition and for projecting an evolving image of the just Muslim ruler
requisite for ideological legitimation.72
That this was a primary task of many poems from the Mamluk period, including
religious ones, seems evident from verse by al-Bu≠s|˝ r|, al-H˛ill|, Qa≠ns˝uh≠ min S˛ad≠ iq (fl. early
tenth/sixteenth century), and many others.73 Similar to Mamluk architecture and painting,
panegyrics of sultans and amirs served to proclaim the Mamluks' dedication to Islam, and
their patronage and defense of Muslim society, while at the same time asserting and
justifying their God-given right to imperial rule.74 Further study of Arab panegyrics should
continue to probe models of rule and legitimation, alert to possible Iranian and Turkish
elements, especially in light of the destruction of Baghdad and the political domination by
the foreign Mamluk sultans.
That the Mamluks were in need of legitimation and public support seems clear, for
many of the same poets who composed panegyrics, likewise circulated verse critical of
government officials, the religious establishment, and society in general. These poets thus
became social critics, frequently using invective poetry (hija≠’) to drive home their points.
Many invective verses were cited by Mamluk historians and chroniclers and, far from
being anecdotal, these quotations often appear to hint at the writers' own sympathies,
offering a kind of cipher for reading between the lines of seemingly neutral accounts.75 In
addition to targeting individuals, Mamluk poets often assail entire groups, such as Coptic
Christians, and so thoughtful study of invective poetry building on the groundwork laid by
Sal|m, Fawz| Am|n, Ayyu≠b|, and Van Gelder76 could also yield valuable insights into
some of the tensions and fault lines lying within various communities of Mamluk society.
These, then, are a few suggestions for further research involving Arabic poetry
composed during the Mamluk Age. As is the case with many arts of this era, we know too
little at present to meaningfully generalize, let alone precisely formulate standards regarding
72
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the quality of this Arabic verse or the range of its artistic and social meanings. Though
reference to poetry was conspicuously absent from the Muqarnas volume dedicated to the
Art of the Mamluks, Ira Lapidus's concluding remarks ring true for Mamluk verse as well:
"In the artistic legacy of Mamluk Egypt we have clues to the political culture, the religious
goals, and even the mentality or sensibility of the civilization."77
IV
We should continue, then, to probe poetry's place and functions within Mamluk
society through the contextual study of poets and their verse. This research promises to
break new and fertile ground in the fields of Mamluk, Arabic, and Islamic studies, and so
lead to significant discoveries involving the complex relationships between society,
religion, and political authority, and their multiple forms of expression. But we must
proceed carefully and with humility, for the sheer quantity of the poetry is daunting, and
our findings may lead us in unexpected and exciting directions, as I found during my study
of poems by the noted Mamluk scholar Abu≠ H˛ayya≠n.
Ath|r al-D|n Muh˝ammad ibn Yu≠suf, known as Abu≠ H˛ayya≠n, typifies the nonEgyptian origin of many scholars of the Mamluk period. Born in Granada in 654/1256, he
studied in Andalusia, North Africa, and finally settled in Cairo where he died in 745/1344.
He was a noted Quran scholar, a distinguished grammarian, and litterateur composing more
than fifty works, including a considerable amount of verse. His D|wa≠n covers nearly 200
pages arranged according to end rhyme and containing an assortment of poems including a
panegyric for a teacher, an elegy for a friend, some religious poems, occasional verses on
an elephant, the gift of a horse, a wedding, as well as a number of poems exchanged with
his contemporaries.78
Yet what led me to Abu≠ H˛ayya≠n's D|wa≠n was not his poetry, but that of his
daughter Nud˝ar≠ . By any standards of the time, she had received an exceptional education in
the Islamic religious sciences, and while still a young woman, Nud˝a≠r was regarded as an
accomplished scholar by her male peers. The noted Mamluk scholar al-Suyu≠t|¸ listed Nud˝a≠r
among the women poets of Mamluk Egypt, though he did not cite any of her poetry. Not
finding any works by her, I turned to her father's D|wa≠n, hoping to find samples of her
verse that she had exchanged with him.79
I found none, but what I found instead were nine elegies on her by a grieving
father. I discovered that at about the age of twenty-eight, Nud˝a≠r had fallen gravely ill and
died after considerable suffering. According to the Mamluk biographer al-S˛afad|, a family
friend, Abu≠ H˛ayya≠n took his daughter's death very hard and went into a year of mourning,
composing a consolation manual and his elegies for her. These elegies are extraordinary
77
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since even a single elegy for a daughter is rare in Arabic poetry.80 But in addition to their
value to Arabic literary history, these multiple elegies permit us to observe Abu≠ H˛ayya≠n's
grief and his process of mourning as he confronted his daughter's death:81
1.

Now that Nud˝ar≠
has settled in the grave,
my life would be sweet again
could my soul only taste it.

2.

A brave young woman
seized for six months
by a strange sickness
of varied nature:

3.

Swelling stomach and fever,
then consumption, coughing, and heaving—
who could withstand
five assaults?

4.

She would see
visions sometimes,
or leave this world
for the Realm Divine,

5.

And inwardly,
she was calm, content
with what she saw of paradise,
but of life, despairing.

6.

Yet she was never angry for a day,
never complaining of her grief,
never mentioning the misery
she suffered.

7.

She left her life on Monday
after the sun's disk
appeared to us
as a deep yellow flower.

8.

The people prayed
and praised her,
and placed her in the tomb—
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dark, desolate, oppressive.
These opening verses directly challenge the pervasive view of Mamluk Arabic
poetry as slavish imitation, pallid, artificial, and unauthentic. In a restrained and sober
language free of hyperbole, Abu≠ H˛ayya≠n graphically recounts his daughter's debilitating
illness, her eventual death, and funeral. Abu≠ H˛ayya≠n calls upon the elegiac qualities of the
classical nas|b to articulate and express his grief and loss; his world is slowly effaced as he
stands overwhelmed by his daughter's final departure.82
At this point, however, Nud˝ar≠ is not some rarefied classical beloved, but a very real
and all too mortal woman. Further, in this and other poems, Abu≠ H˛ayya≠n declares his
daughter a martyr due to her deadly disease. This judgment may, in fact, represent a view
of illness and death widespread in Mamluk Muslim society, and similar scholarly opinion
would soon prevail regarding Muslim victims of the plague, who were believed to have
been struck down and so martyred by the jinn.83
Though Nud˝ar≠ has been carried to her grave and lost to him, Abu≠ H˛ayya≠n does not
seek consolation in some heroic act, but in signs that her new abode is heaven. In vv. 4-8
Abu≠ H˛ayya≠n alludes to four separate prophetic traditions intimating immortality: a Muslim,
beholding paradise while dying (v. 4), patient as death ensues (v. 5), dying, like the
Prophet, on a Monday (v. 7), and praised after death by the community (v. 8), will dwell in
paradise.84 That this is Nud˝a≠r's God-given blessing becomes clear as later in this and the
following poem, Abu≠ H˛ayya≠n praises his daughter's scholarly and religious achievements
and her bravery in the face of death. Clearly, the beloved of these elegies is not the enticing
beauty of the classical Arabic tradition, but a virtuous Muslim lady and martyr. Though
Abu≠ H˛ayya≠n may gain some solace from his daughter's heroic life, he can not let go, and in
his elegies, he strives to hold fast to Nud˝ar≠ , if no longer physically here below, then at least
in memory and spirit:85
1.

My body is bound
to the grave;
my heart
stands on affliction.

2.

When I remember Nud˝ar≠ ,
my eye
swells with blood
from a wounded heart.
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3.

The festival passed,
then the greater one,
while Nud˝ar≠ was under
earth and stone;

4.

I couldn't see
Nud˝ar≠ 's fine face,
Oh, how I crave
that sweet face!

5.

Nud˝ar≠ was my intimate,
my love;
Nud˝ar≠ was my life,
my spirit.

6.

Nud˝ar≠ left behind
in my heart sorrow;
it will go
when I reach my grave.

7.

Never did Nud˝ar≠
have an equal
to her brilliance
and weighty reason,

8.

To her poise
and good company,
her priceless hand
and eloquence.

9.

She reflected on her studies:
grammar and jurisprudence,
and the apostle's
sound traditions,

10.

And she revealed to you
the people's histories
and won
the sage's wisdom.

11.

Nud˝ar≠ passed her life
then left,
her reputation
undefiled.
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12.

She was recorded
among the transmitters
from mankind's master;
how fair her reports and praise!

13.

She's gone on ahead now,
while we stay
for a moment
in our passing time.

14.

Then we'll follow behind
hoping for
a kind Lord's forgiveness
for our sins.

The beloved's ruined campsite featured at the beginning of innumerable Arabic odes
has been transformed in this elegy to a grave. There, Abu≠ H˛ayya≠n stands tied like the
bal|yah, the riding-camel left to die at the grave of a great warrior so as to serve as his ghost
mare in the netherworld (v. 1).86 With broken heart and no reason to live, Abu≠ H˛ayya≠n is
oblivious to even the high religious holidays suggesting, perhaps, a skepticism regarding a
divine plan which would demand his daughter's suffering and premature death. Whatever
the case, Nud˝ar≠ has gone taking with her the very essence of her father's love and life (vv.
2-5).
In six consecutive verses, Abu≠ H˛ayya≠n invokes Nud˝a≠r's name, if not to call her
from the dead, then at least to conjure her image, as he moves from lamentation for his loss
toward a consoling vision of his pure and pious daughter (vv. 1-6). Among Nud˝a≠r's fine
qualities was her study and transmission of Muh˝ammad's words and deeds, and perhaps
her father finds solace in the Prophet's promised intercession on behalf of believing
Muslims (vv. 6-11). But for the present, like the bal|yah camel, Abu≠ H˛ayya≠n lingers at the
grave slowly wasting away. He can only pray that death will end his suffering, and that
God will forgive his sins and so grant him a final reunion with his beloved Nud˝a≠r (vv. 1213).
This elegy and others by Abu≠ H˛ayya≠n make complex emotions and experiences
palpable by intensifying and channeling their emotive energy through time-tested cultural
forms. Such elegies have been central to the work of mourning, which has played a vital
part in the lives of Muslim men and women, yet rarely have their loss and sorrow been
mentioned by scholars of Islam. Generally, the subjects of death and dying are glossed
with abstract and doctrinal presentations of Islamic notions of resurrection, punishment,
and paradise.87 But the study of elegies, like those of Abu≠ H˛ayya≠n, can help us follow
changing Islamic beliefs and doctrines on death and the afterlife while, at the same time,
informing us of personal grief and individual and communal responses to the death of
loved ones.
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Abu≠ H˛ayya≠n's elegies attest to Arabic poetry's potential to reveal crucial aspects of
Muslim life and practice during the Mamluk period, substantially enhancing the chronicles,
histories, and other relevant sources. Yet, we must remember, too, that much of this poetry
aims to evoke feelings and the intensity of experience, and so in contrast to historical
documents and more traditional religious texts, this poetry not only tells us about life and
existence, but it moves us to participate imaginatively in the experience of them both. These
two poetic examples tap a vast and deep source for the study and teaching of the Mamluk
period and of Islam, in general. For reading poetry by Muslims in the Mamluk Age can
heighten our perceptions of their lives by helping us to feel more sharply and with more
understanding some of what they may have felt and believed in their own day, which for a
moment, then, may not seem so far away.
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